
100% melon de Bourgogne  

Village of Le Landreau, Bedrock of schist and micashist. Vines planted in 1974 next to  
our winery. This wine reflects the distinctive identity of each vintage at Domaine Luneau-Papin
It is the only of our wines, made by blending the must from different plots within the same terroir.

Spring soil preparation has been performed in a traditional manner (earthing down and hoeing) 
throughout the entire estate since 2009. We treat and take care of the vines with natural 
preparations (no chemical products) and sow cover crops such as pulses and cereals at the end 
of summer, with close attention to the needs of each crop. We stimulate soil life with one or two 
applications of horn dung; (preparation 500) in spring and apply a horn silica (preparation 501) 
after bloom and before harvest if necessary.
Vines are short cut pruned (single guyot) during winter. Vine density is 6,500 plants per hectare.
Careful sorting is carried out in the vineyard by grape harvesters.

Grapes are pressed in a pneumatic press, strength and length of pressing is adapted to each vintage. 
Spontaneous fermentation using only natural yeasts. Fermentation and maturation on lees in 
underground glass lined vats for 4 months, without racking until bottling during end of january 2023. 

Serve at 12˚C
Excellent as an aperitif with shellfish, fish in a sea salt crust, roasted fillet of sea bream, Asian 
cuisine, or fresh cheeses. 

In this vintage, the Muscadets are also built on freshness: Le Veregr is firm and prominent,  
while La Grange asserts itself with more roundness and flesh.  
RVF Guide Vert 2023 par Alexis Goujard

The 35-year-old vines on mica schists give a chiseled and fresh wine for La Grange, which  
rings true and illustrates the talent and precision of the Luneau family.  
RVF magazine juin 2016

Each year, the Nobel Prize ceremony is followed by a gala dinner at Stockholm City Hall,
chaired by the King. This Monday, December 10, 2018, Domaine Luneau Papin was  
represented by our vintage  La Grange 2017. It is a great honor for us to have  
been selected for this exceptional meal.

750ml dark Oak Burgundy bottle 
6 or 12 bottle cases

LABEL ECOCERT organic agriculture
LABEL DEMETER and LABEL BIODYVIN biodynamique agriculture
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